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submit your articles for the
February issue of Stardust by the
due date of January 28, 2000.
Thank you.

The Late Fr. Lucian Kemble, in whose name we are dedicating the Club
Library tonight. The Library will now be know as the Father Lucian Kemble
Memorial Library. I have provided some information about Fr. Luke for
those that did not know him on page 4.
-ed

Scientists have shown that the moon is moving away at a tiny yet measurable distance from the earth every year. If
you do the math, you can calculate that 85 million years ago the moon was orbiting the earth at a distance of about
35 feet from the earth's surface. This would explain the death of the dinosaurs. The tallest ones, anyway.
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By Paul Campbell
irst off, I would like to thank Richard Vanderberg
for finishing last months meeting as I was suddenly
called off on an emergency call. As you know, a lot
of things went wrong last meeting, starting with being
booked in a djfferent room, missing projectors, etc. Many
thanks to Terry Nonay for helping us out there. However,
thanks to the professional work of the Council, I bet you
didn't even notice all of the mistakes as we tried to make
it look like the meeting ran smoothly.

F

Speaking of Casino, we still need volunteers for tills. If
you can help out, please see Franklin Loehde. The Casino
is on February 22-23. I believe our club desperately needs
a iligilal projector as many of our guest speakers now
show lheir slides/videos with tills method.
Last bllt not least, I hope that everyone thoroughly enjoyed
the holiday season , and that your Y2K bugs were
extremely minor. I would also like to wish everyone a
Happy New Millenium, or not.

On to more mundane things ... we still need a volunteer to
audit the books as submitted by Mel Rankin . From
previous sessions, I believe this mostly involves drinking
Mel's supply of liquor and suddenly the books look great!
They have looked great for a long time now, ever since
we have started our Casino drives. If you are interested,
please contact me.

For tho ~ e volunteering for the Centre casino on
February 22&2312000 the opportunity for sharing
astronomical delights with fellow erudite members of the
astronomica l community will present itself.
Whc knows what secrets of the cosmos will be revealed?
Don't miss lJut on tills "once in two years" opportunity.
Sign up now!
Call me at 477-8881 or drop by the house at
11107- 63 Street for the Volunteer Form.
Sig'l up now and don't pay until 2000!
Franklin Loehde

-.

made you laugh, or felt the astronomical community
needed some lightening up, here is the forum to publish
your ideas. The stranger, the better.

Editor's

Ramblings ...

Lastly, but certainly not least, we are dedicating the Club
Library in memory of Father Lucian Kemble tonight. For
those that knew him, he was a wonderful man who never
turned anyone away. I did not know Fr. Luc as well as
others in the Club did, but the world is much lonelier
without him. I would like to include here so me
information about Fr. Luc in honour of hi s memory.

ell, now that I .have a few issues under my belt
I find that I can now relax a little and start to
have some fun with being Editor. I hope
everyone has as much satisfaction and enjoyment out of
reading Stardust that I have in creating it.

W

Fr. Lucian (Bert) Joseph Kemble, OFM

In this issue, we have a couple of new contributors, with
an article from Sharon Tansey and another from Kay
Cripps. Sharon has provided an update on the progres of
the next Workshop. I have attended two Workshops myself,
and I have immensely enjoyed both of them. If you have
never been to one, I highly recommend it. Considering
the prices of these events, better entertainment can not be
had anywhere el se.
Kay has written an article on The Messier Album , which
I found very interesting reading. I have never picked up
this book to read, but now I wish I knew of it when I was
going for my Messier Certificate. It might have made my
hunt easier.
As always, our regular contributors have written some fine
articles for your enjoyment. Please, anyone who has ever
felt a desire to contribute articles for Stardust, don ' t
hesitate! Submissions are always welcome. Thi s is our
newsletter after all , and it wouldn't exist without t'le hard
work of our writers. Trust me, if you had to rely on articles
written only by me, Stardust wou ld be a sad publication
indeed.
Speaking of articles, our infamous Starbust issue is
forthcoming in April. For our new members, (who are
also welcome to contribute articles, come on, don ' t be shy),
I will explain what tltis issue entails. Fir tly, Starbust is
never to be taken seriously, and don ' t let the veteran
members try to convince you otherwise! Basically, it is a
spoof on our wonderful hobby where everything
astronomical (and sometimes everyone), is fair game for
some ribbing. If you have ever had a wacky idea which
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Father Lucian Kemble was born in Pincher Creek, Alberta,
on the 5th of November, 1922. He received his high school
education in Pincher Creek before joining the Royal
Canadian Air Force where he served as radio operator
during WWll. After the war he attended St. Anthony's
College in Edmonton, AB, from where he entered the
Franciscan Order of the Roman Catholic Church and took
his seminary studies in Quebec City and Montreal. He
was ordained on the 7th of June, 1953. His ministry
involved teaching at Regina CIeri Seminary, Regina, and
Notre Dame College, Wilcox, SK, as well as St. Francis
College, Biddeford, Maine. He served in the Port Albemi,
B.c. parish for 5 years. Fr. Lucian touched the hearts of
many people through his service in retreat ministry at
Mount St. Francis, Cochrane, AB and St. Michael's
Retreat, Lumsden, SK.
A man of many talents and interests, F. Lucian was an
avid amateur astronomer and is a member of the Royal
Astronomical Society of Canada and well known in many
centres. He has published several articles in astronomy
magazines and newspapers. A star cluster named after
hi m is ca ll ed "Kemble ' s Cascade". Many friend s
appreciated his enjoyment of fine music, art, literature
and scientific pursuits.
Father Lucien Kemble passed away at Regina General
Hospital on Sunday, February 21, 1999 at the age of 76
years.
May Lamplighter Luke rest in peace, his eyes always on
the stars.

ASTRONOMY
WORKSHOP
OCTOBER 2000
By Sharon Tansey

T

he George Moores' Astronomy Workshop for 2000
is actually beginning to take shape. The workshop
will be held Friday October 27 through Sunday
October 29, new moon weekend, at Skeleton Lake Scout
Camp near Boyle, with feature speaker Ken Hewitt-White.
Many Edmonton members will know Ken from star
parties at Kobau or from a previous workshop. Or you

may have read his column in SkyNews, or seen "Cosmic
Highway" on the Discovery Channel. Ken has asked to
be involved in all aspects of the workshop, so besides
givi ng the keynote address, he will be helping with the
observing nights and the teacher session.
The teacher session is a new feature we plan to try this
year: a separate session specifically for grade 6 teachers
who want new ideas for teaching the astronomy part of
their curriculum. The session will be led by one of our
able members with assistance from our feature speaker.

The workshop format will probably follow that of previous
workshops, offering many afternoon semjnars appealing
to the whole range of interest and experience, and two
nights of observing far from Edmonton lights. Since the
seminar sess ions are very much in the planning stage,
now is a good time to add your two cents worth. If there
is something you would really like to know, or have
demonstrated, or see a need for, please let me know.
This year we also plan to promote our workshop in the
high schools, in hopes of reaching people of that age with
a budding or latent interest in the night sky. There will
be no special sessio ns for them , as the seminars are
planned to have something for everyone. If you know a
persor like this, let them know that more information
will be coming soon.

Address Changes
Any changes to your address or pertinent information
regarding your membership ...
... please direct these changes to

Terry Nonay
Membership Secretary at
(780) 456-6957
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Telescope for Sale
Bushnell Deep Space series 675x scope.
3.0x Barlow.
Many extras.
It's about $350.00 new,
and I would like $175 oboe
It's never been out of the box.
A great Christmas deal! !
Please contact Ron Eddicott: eddicott@telusplanet.net
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observers
Report
By Denis Boucher
f you are reading this article, our club computer and
you have made through the dreaded Y2K. As we step
. nto a new and exciting year 2000, we are greeted
with a lunar ec lipse, what a start! On the other hand,
December with its warmer than us ual weather has
provided us with a few windows of observing
opportunities. The planets, primarily Jupiter and Saturn,
were well placed throughout the month for a quick view.
A few observers made it to the dark site at the beginning
of the month but with less than cooperative skies. With
Aurora and high clouds taking over the sky, it made for
generally short observing sessions. A new Nova caused
some excitement as it reached magnitude brighter than
5.0 and then faded quickly below 7.0.

I

I did not receive many observing reports in December
except for the new Nova, typical for a winter month. In
the coming year, take the time to pass your observation(s)
to the coordinator, naked eye or telescopic sessions
welcome. This knowledge is essential for future articles
and helps in tailoring future meeting topics. Winter is a
good time to observe in spite of cold temperature. The
best advise is to put enough layers of clothes to stay warm
at temperature 10 degrees cooler than forecast.
As expected my report is short this month and will also
be my last as the Observing coordinator. Unfortunately
with my future work demands, I have to step down but I
do intent to remain active whenever poss ible. I would
like to thank all the members for their comments, inputs
and stories. I have enjoyed myself and wish I could have
done more.

*

With the Y2K behind us, we can now look forward to
Y3K! My biggest worry; hope my cryogenic computerized
system is Y3K compli ant or I'm up for a rude awakening!

*
I would like to take this space to thank all our people
who saved on our Council who will be stepping down
this month. All of you did a fantastic job. and it was very
much appreciated. To those who are taking up the reins
for the first time in a position on Coun cil. welcome! I
know ."ou will find the experience very rewarding. -ed

RAse Meetinl: Dates for 2000
February 14
March 13
April 10
MayS
June 12

September 11
October 16
November 13
December 11
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basic data, the N.G.C. description if any, and the drawings
of the visual appearance from observations made by the
authors. Photographs are included.
John Mallas, the observer, worked at Covine California,
with a 4-inch F15 Unitron refractor, equatorial mount
and clock drive. It is really quite interesting how Mallas
made his sketches, using vellum-type drafting paper with
a soft pencil, finger smudging and erasing on ills globular
cluster and galaxy drawings. These drawings are included.
It was only after Mallas completed his drawings that he
compared them to any photographs.

By Kay Cripps
John H. Mallas and
Evered Kreimer
Sky Publishing Corp.
Cambridge, Mass.

I

n the ~pring of 1998, my teacher George Maher gave
me thi s book from the Club Library to read .

After reading The Messier Album, I noticed at the Club
meetings and in Stardust , " M-Numbers" were often
mentioned.

The first "item" printed in this book is Charles Messier 's
personal "colophon" - his own initials from ris own
personal copy of his album .
Charles Messier lived from 1730 to 1817 and became
know as "the comet hunter". Up until his time, there were
only about 50 comets known. During his lifetime, _\1essier
observed more than tills number. The first sixteen pages
tells us about ills interesting life and about his competition
with another astronomer, a man named Pierre Francois
Andre Mechrun.
The next eleven pages are copies of the list recorded in
Messier's own handwriting, in French, starting in 1758
and ending in 178).
Each entry, staring on page 33 of this book, tells us
whether the object is a nebula, cluster or galaxy, in what
constellation it resides in , the right ascension, declination,
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Evered Kreimer, the photographer, worked on his album
in Prescott Arizona, at 5,400 feet above sea level. Kreimer
used a 12.5 inch F7 Cave
reflector mounted on the roof of
hi home. He explains how he
took the photographs that are
shown in this book. There us
also a picture of his reflector
inside its shelter at Prescott,
Arizona.
This book of the Messier objects
is ideal for the amateur
astronomer who wants to work
on and receive ills/her Messier
Certificate or, just for general
knowledge for oneself.
There are "Hints for Beginning Observers"; a star chart;
a suggested "Checklist" a person can follow' technical
data, and more .. .

J am including "M-92" as a sample of what you will find
in the book. And I quote:
M-92
Globular Cluster in Hercules
17hl5m6 +43 12'
NGC 6341
0

Basic Data: "Though very nearly as bright as M-13 in
the same constellation, the globular cluster M-92 may
look' only half as large. M-92 contruns only about a dozen

RR Lyrae variables, the stars that are the primary indicator
of a globular's distance. From observations of these, this
cluster has been found to lie about 28,000 light-years from
us and to be about 100 light-years across."
NGC Description: "Globular cluster of stars, very bright,
very large, extremely compressed in the middle, well
resolved, small (faint) stars."
Visual Appearance: "A grand object, visible with the
slightest optical aid. In the 4-inch, M-92 is partially
resolved at 214x. The visual impression is most unusual,
with many stars seen in the bright central region.
Surrounding this is a fainter glow that is also starstudded."

As I read about each object, starting with "M-I", I was
overwhelmed at the distance these objects were from us.
"M- L" u 6,000 light-years distant. This means that if I
was looking at the famous Crab Nebula - "M-I" - the
light I am seeing left the Crab Nebula 6,000 years ago.
The famous Ring Nebula - M-S7" - is about 4, I00 lightyears away from us. And yet, "MAS", the Pleiades in
Taurus the Bull, is only 400 to 410 light-years distant.
The globular clusters seem to be the most distant objects
- more than 20,000 light-years "out there". This does not
include galaxies.
Thjs is an excellent book for a personal library. I would
love to have it in mjne ...
There are two copies in the Club Library.

This "write-up" includes (I) a photograph, (2) a finder's
chart, and (3) a John Mallas drawing.

Happy IWon-Evenl" Y2K

Oh yeah, andHappy New Yearl

planet

Report

By Murray Paulson
ast month I jokingly pondered a potential Y2K
crisis taking out computer controlled telescopes
on New Years eve. Well , the joke's on me, my
computer didn ' t make it through to the tolling of the
millennium bells to see if it would continue to work, rather
it died an ignomus death in the week prior to Christmas!
Now I am down to an early 90s 386 laptop which seems
to have survived the Y2K with flying colors. Did anyone
have any Y2K related troubles with their telescope
controllers? Or is the January Deep Freeze more of a
problem?

L

December's Mercury apparition was one of the best I have
ever seen! I managed to see Mercury on 4 mornings over
a period of nine days. Sharon Tansey had called me up to
ask if that was Mercury she was seeing in the morning
skies of early December, so she beat me by a few days.
The last time I saw it was the morning of December 13.
The observation window was around 2 weeks , just
fantastic! ~rcury is heading to superior conjunction on
January 15 and will swing into the evening sky. By the
February meeting , it will be at its greatest eastern
elongation. It will be only 18 degrees from the sun. You
should be able to spot its -0.5 magnitude, 50% illuminated
7.0" di k an hour after sunset in the WSW. You will need
a clear western horizon, because it will only be 5 degrees
above the horizon . Mercury sets about 7:30 p.m. This is
not as favorable as December's apparition, but it is worth
a try.
Venus has continued it's trip away from us around the
sun and will shrink slightly from a gibbous 14" magnitude
-4.1 to 12" and magnitude -4.0 in a month's time. As

our January meeting drew near, Venus passes just 7
degrees above Antares providing an interesting color
contrast in the morning sky. You may not have noticed it
~assing 9 degreelli below Pluto, but I am sure Larry saw
It ! On January 24 ,Venus passes through the lowest point
on the ecl iptic and will start to climb back up into the sky
as it follows the sun .

Jupiter starts off this month at 41 " from 4.77 au and shines
at magnitude -2.5. It is sinking into the west but still
provides some interesting viewing over the next month .
By the next meeting, it will shrink to 37" at a distance of
5.3 au. In late November the South Equatorial belt
following the Great Red Spot faded suddenly and was
noticed by Bruce McCurdy as well as by members of
ALPO. It hasn't disappeared like it did a number of years
ago, but the effect is certainly noticeable. Jupiter is a
dynamic planet and well worth watching. You can never
know when something profound may happen there. By

January, the events with Jupiter's moons will have quite
a perspective angle to them. I won't mention the details
here, but your Handbook will list the events.

but at mjd eclipse depending on how dark it is, you may
need 1,4 sec to 4 sec exposure. With these long exposures,
you will need a drive and if the mount has any tendency
to shake, try using the "Hat trick". This technique uses
you, the cameraman, as the shutter. You put the camera
on a cable release and cover the objective with a dark
card prior to opening the shutter. Did you set the camera
on bulb? I have blown a lot of hots with this nasty little

Saturn is a rum magnitude 1.9 at 8.8 au and shows an
18.8' rusk. Saturn follows 14 degrees behind Jupiter and
you can watch over the weeks as the two giants close in
on each other. They will be closing at a rate of Yz degree
a week, and the rate will increase as time goes by. In mid
February, Jupiter will join Saturn in Aries .
January will h~ve a nice lunar eclipse to watch on the
night of the 20t . Some of the particulars for this eclipse
are . . .
Partial phase begins:
Total phase begins:
Time of maximum eclipse:
Total phase ends:
Partial phase ends:

8:01 p.m.
9:08 p.m.
9:44 p.m.
10:25 p.m.
11:25 p.m.

all times MST
The moon during totality should show a brick red color
with a yellowish rim . Here is a great photo opportunity,
as the moon will be well placed for the eclip e. At eclip e
start, it will be 26 degrees above the horizon and by mid
eclipse at 9:44, the moon will be 42 degrees up into the
sky. It may be a cold one, but well worth it. For those of
you taking photos, bracket!! I I use a 2 X teleconvertor
with my refractor to get it to f 12. A full moon on 400 to
100 ASA film will take 1/500 sec to 11125 sec exposure,

detail. You then click open the shutter for a time exposure
and when the scope has quit vibrating, (is the cable
swinging like a pendulum???) you move the dark card
away from the objective, count your exposure time, then
cover the scope back up and release the shutter. It is
difficult to time exposures much shorter than Y2 second.
Good luck. As for telephoto lenses, use a teleconvertor
and as long a lens as you have. If your exposure is less
than 500 divided by the focal length of the lens, the
exposure will not show appreciable blur. Give it a try!
Till next month, good observing and don 't freeze!

Some people can teU what time it is by looking at the
Sun, but I have never been able to make out the numbers.
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Ga{j {eo: Dja{ogUf/
Concerning the (Moon
By Orla Aaquist
ne o~ the first things that Shannon and 1 dId atter
moving to Edmonton was to visit the various
flea markets. We did this believing that it was
an inexpensive venture while we waited for our house to
sell in Fort McMurray. It was there that we located a
copy of the second revised edition ( 1967) of Galileo's
'Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems'
translated by Stillman Drake. I purchased the book at
the unreasonable price of $6.00 because I inadvertently
revealed my excitement about the book to the vendor.

O

Ferengi Rule of Acquisition #13: If you also want to
negotiate a good price for an item you desire, never reveal
your excitement about the item.
I don't think that this is a book I would have had the
patience to read earli er in life, but now I am trudging
through it at a slow pace and discovering a most
entertaining dialogue, while rediscovering some of the
roots of my scientific beliefs.
Galileo wrote the original text in 1632, twenty-two years
after he first looked through a telescope and 10 years
before his death in 1942, which, incidentally, coincided
with the birth of another genius, Isaac Newton. As Albert
Einstein states in the forward to this book,
" .. . the Dialogue gives an extremely
lively and persuasive exposition of the
then prevailing views on the structure
of the cosmos ... within it there is a
preferred point, the center of the
universe [to which] matter ... tends to
approach .. . as closely as possible.
The Sun, moon and stars are prevented
from falling toward the center of the
universe by being fastened onto rigid
(transparent) spherical shells [that]
revolve around the immovable
[Earth]."
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~alile~, in his Dialogue, refutes this view u ing a
dIscussIOn between three learned individuals: Salviati
(representing Galileo, himself), Sagredo (the ordinary,
but learned citizen), and Simplicio (a learned scholar of
the church doctrines based on the teachings of Ari totle).

As an example of the dialogue contained in the text, on
page 67 Salviati is in the process of explaining the
simi larities between the earth and the moon. He says,
"/ state that the sixth agreement
between the moon and the earth is that
just as the moon supplies us with the
light we lack from the sun a great part
of the time, and by reflection of its rays
makes the nights fairly bright, so the
earth repays it by reflecting the solar
rays when the moon most needs
them ... "
Excitedly, Sagredo interjects,
"Stop there, Salviati, and allow me the
pleasure of showing you how from just
this first hint / have seen through the
cause of an event which / have thought
about a thousand times without ever
getting to the bottom of it.
"You mean that a certain baffling
light which is seen on the moon,
especially when it is horned, comes
from the reflection of the sun's light
from the surface of the earth and the
sea; and this light is seen most clearly
when the horns are the thinnest. For
at that time the luminous part of the
earth that is seen from the moon is
greatest ... "
A little later, Simplicio argues that the 'earth shine' is
not illumination from earth's reflected light but due to
the moon's own intrinsic light source. On page 69 he
says,
" ... / do not believe that the moon is
entirely without light, like the earth. On
the contrary, the brightness which is
observed on the balance of its disc
outside of the thin horns lighted by the
sun / take to be its own natural light;
not a reflection from the earth, which

is incapable of reflecting the sun's rays
by reason of its extreme roughness and
darkness. "
It becomes apparent during the di cussion that Simplicio
believes only perfectly smooth surfaces, like mirrors,
reflect light while rough surfaces, like walls, do not reflect
light, and consequently the moon must be perfectly smooth
like a mirror. As a rebuttal Salviati demonstrates that
generally a mjrror will appear dark when light strikes it
compared with the surrounding wall on which it hangs.
The djscussions are interesting because they centre on
some very basic notion that we now take for granted in
our daily discussions. However, the three actors patiently
run through the arguments why we should hold these
beliefs. For example, that the moon is smaller than the
earth is apparent from the fact that the earth's shadow
covers the entire moon whereas the moon's shadow covers
only a small portion of the earth. The reading is difficult
not because the arguments are complex, but because the
style is archaic, so it takes a little getting used to.

.

During my early reading I encountered a description of a
portion of the moon's surface that may be of interest to
some amateur astronomer wishing to reproduce a bit of
history. On page 65, Salviati is explaining his belief that
observers on the earth's surface can actually see slightly
more than half of the moon's surface.
" If the moon did have a natural
agreement and correspondence with the
earth, facing it with some very definite
part, then the straight line which joins
their centres would always have to pass
through the same point on the surface
of the moon so that anyone looking
from the centre of the earth would
always see the same lunar disc bounded
by exactly the same circurriference. But
for anyone located on the earth's
surface, ... when the moon is to the east
or west, ... some part of the edge of the
moon's hemisphere is revealed. ... A
similar varia"tion should be observable
also at the northern and southern
extremities ... according as the moon
is at its most southerly or most

northerly point along the meridian.
"Now the telescope has made it certain
that this conclusion is in fact verified.
For there are two special markings on
the moon, one of which is seen to the
northwest when the moon is on the
me ridian , and th e other almost
diametrically opposite. The former is
visible even without a telescope, but not
the latter. The one toward the northwest
is a small oval spot separated from
three larger ones. The opposite one is
smaller, and likewise stands apartfrom
larger marks in a sufficiently clear
field. In both of these the variation
mentioned already is quite clearly
observed; they are seen opposite to one
another, no close to the edge of the
lunar disc and now farther away. The
difference is such that the distance
between the northwesterly spot and the
edge of the disc is at one time more
than twice what it is at another. As to
the other spot, being much closer t the
edge of the disc, the change is more
than threefold from one time to the
other. From which it is obvious that
the moon, as if drawn by a magnetic
force, faces the earth constantly with
one surface and never deviates in this
regard.
Sagredo immediately replies to this illuminating
description,
" Will the new observations and
discoveries made with this admirable
instrument never cease?"
And Salviati predicts the future by saying,
"If its progress follows the course of
other great inventions, one may hope
that in time things will be seen which
we cannot even imagine at present. "
It was this passage that inspired me to write this article.
I thought perhaps I could locate the lunar features to which
Salviati referred. I think I have. But let me not reveal
my answer here. Next time you look up at the moon, see
if you can identify the features for your elf.

Wandering Where
the Lions Are *
By Bruce McCurdy
y temperament was as gloomy as the weather
by early Wednesday evening, November 17th.
1999's big week in astronomy had thus far been
a disaster. The predicted meteor shower caused by the
new Comet LINEAR a week earlier had been a dud: the
few meteors we did spot through the rampant aurora were,
as Alister Ling wryly observed, decidedly "non-LINEAR".
Heavy overcast had moved in over the weekend and wiped
out the rare transit of Mercury on Monday. Today was
supposedly one of
the big events of the century for meteor observers, a
predicted Leonid meteor storm, and the grey skies
continued to persist. Ali ster's forecast of the day before,
that we might experience clearing after midnight well to
the west of the city, seemed a pipe dream.

M

Then the phone started ringing. AHster called to say he
was sticking by hi s forecast of the previous day: there
might yet be a chance. Mike Hoskinson touched base to
confirm that he would happily drive a minivan load of
itinerant astronomers wherever there was the prospect of
clearing. Doug Hube phoned and advised of reports of
observers in western Europe reporting rates of 1,600
Leonids per hour. My personal pall of gloom lifted and
the blood began to stir.
Around 11 p.m. two groups of astronomers met up at a
west end truck stop. Mike had collected Larry Wood and
Sherrilyn Jahrig along with myself; Murray Paulson's
vehicle contained AHster, Arnold Rivera, and Brad (Big
Event) Richens in the passenger seats. Just the sight of
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Brad lifted my spirits further; he has an unerring record
of being on hand for the big ones: comet crashes, total
eclipses, major comets. We must be on to something, I
figured .
What we were on for quite a while were dicey, icy roads.
An earlier freezi ng rain had settled into flurries that
thickened ominously as we made our way west. I squinted
out the windshield and imagined incoming meteors ,
storming at a thousand per second. Eventually, however,
the snow thinned and the welcome sight of the Moon ,
then Jupiter and Saturn appeared in the southern sky. We
talked to the other van on walkie-talkies thoughtfully
provided by Murray, llnd decided to pullover for a
"contingency sample".
The skies filled in as quickly as they had opened, but in
the five minutes or so of observation we concluded that
whatever storm may have occurred in Europe was
certain ly over. After seeing a superb fogbow reflecting
the head lights of a passing semi, we decided to hop back
in the vans and carryon westward.
A little past two a.m. we drove out from under the trailing
edge of the clouds, only to encounter a new nemesi s: fog
patches. Past Edson stars again appeared, and we pulled
into a little campsite that Larry knew about at Lake Obed
(immediate ly dubbed "Lake No Bed") . While the
occupants of Mike's van pulled out our lawn chairs and
extra layers, a loud roar went up from the road. Murray,
Alister, Arnold and Brad had seen a bolide that apparently

ranged from magnitude -4 to -40, depending upon whom
one believed. It left a long smoke trail which was visible
for many seconds even through the lingering fog.
By the time we were fully ready to go, the fog had settled
back in with a vengeance. Murray's crew went on ahead
to scout for better skies, but Mike's party decided to stay
put. For the better part of an hour we looked at a blank
screen where the sky should have been. Finally, Larry
reported that his count was up to four. "Meteors?" I asked
in surprise. "No, stars!" he replied. But he was right; the
fog was thinning at la t.
Round about this time Murray's van returned, and finally
the eight of us settled in under improving, if never great,
skies. Clouds were no problem, but transparency was: at
best the limiting magnitude got to about 5.7. And as
conditions gradually improved, familiar shouts began to
be heard as meteors were spotted.
I was probably the last to finally spot one, but then the
Leonids started to come in bunches. This shower consisted
of very fast meteors, and they seemed to be consistently
bright: at least half of the meteors I saw were of first
magnitude or brighter. But there were no fireballs to be
seen : I never saw one that was brighter than -3, and
nobody ever reported another as bright as the very first
seen by Murray et al. What was striking was the obvious
clumping of meteors; I experienced several occasions
where 1 saw zero meteors for four or five minutes, then
got several within ten or fifteen seconds. The most
impressive outburst consisted of seven meteors for a single
observer (me) in under 60 seconds. During that interval I
missed some three to five seen by others looking elsewhere
in the sky. This explosion of activity was framed by several
minutes of silence on both sides.
Unfortunately our plans to record our observations were
a casualty of circumstance. Conditions had improved so
gradually that we were just happy to be seeing anything
at all, and timers and tape recorders remained inactive.
We definitely mi ed Russ . We did , however, keep
individual counts of total meteors seen, and I finally
activated the timer and recorded a few ten-minute bins of
Leonid counts in the 12-15 range.

As the prospects of a storm were replaced by the reality
of a very nice shower, a few observers started to lose the
battle with fatigue, and the infamous dark meteors known
as the Eyelids began to make regular appearances. Sample
conversation:
Me: "Hey, nice one!"
Voice in the dark: "Where was it?"
Me: "Just heading southwest into Orion."
Anonymous "observer" : "Damn! I would have seen it
if my eyes had been open!"
By 6:30 the radiant point was on the meridian, and
meteors continued to sprinkle down as the sky brightened.
By night 's end, I had a personal count of 134 Leonids
plus 22 non-Leonids in about three hours of effective
observing, slightly ahead of the counts of the others, most
of whom had taken one or two breaks (planned or
otherwise). Not the quantities recorded in Spain, where
counts of 100 per 5-minute bin were commonplace for a
half-hour or so, but well worth the effort and risk to see
them. I would rank the '99 Leonids with the ' 94 Perseids
and '96 Geminids as my favourite showers of the decade.
We climbed back into the vans at 7 a.m., and after an
adventure with a flat tire and the slow speeds dictated by
the toy spare, finally made our way home by 11 after an
all-nighter with a vengeance. Theelforts of Mike, Murray
and Arnold to safely drive in difficult conditions are
gratefully acknowledged, as is Alister's preci e weather
forecast. All contributed to yet another unforgettable
observing experience.
Those of you who may have observed the Leonids from
another location are invited to mail your reports to me at
10830 - 128 Street, Edmonton, Y2K ONO.
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